
Destination Predictor
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Which vessels are coming my way?
Use Case

What if you could automatically identify vessels that will 

have a high probability of arriving at or passing by a 

destination area?

How would it help your sales team if you 

could see five days into the future..?
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Destination Predictor
More than dots on a map

Predict which ships are coming 
your way with 97% probability

Identify relevant sales 

leads and save time

 

Get 154% more leads 

to contact

 

Know which ships will pass 

in 5 days  
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Automatically 
identify all 
vessels arriving 

Get to know the 
actual probability 
of arrival

Only see relevant 
vessels by filtering 
options

Destination Predictor
Sell proactively
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See what’s important to you
Identify which vessels are coming your way

1. Automatically identify vessels with 
a high probability of arriving

2. Save time otherwise spend on 
contacting irrelevant sales leads

3. Transform data relevant to you
into valuable actions
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See only what's important
Only identify vessels relevant for you

Before:

Looking for the needle in the haystack; 
Normally, it would take a superhero 
level of work and a horde of people to 
get a reasonably accurate estimate.

With the Destination Predictor:

Transform data relevant to you in 
valuable actions

Save time thath would otherwise
be spent on contacting irrelevant sales 
leads

Do proactive outreach to potential 
clients
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Commercial in Confidence

Probability of approaching the destination area
Know which ships are coming your way with 97% probability

Vessel % probability

TIM 97

MIRAMAR 96

RIX CRYSTAL 84

BALTIC SHEARWATER 83

TRENLAND 95

97%
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Commercial in Confidence

Predicting which vessels will arrive in 5 days
Know what is going on in your areas of interest



Connecting the world through 
intelligent software solutions

This document and its contents are intended to be non-committing, non-binding, and subject to change without notice. Nothing herein is to be considered a binding proposition or agreement.


